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URING the course of an investigation on sexuality and related phenomena 
Din the common wood-rotting mushroom, Schizophyllum commune, a con- 
tinuing search has been maintained for appropriate genetic markers for use in 
the work. A wide variety of morphologically aberrant and biochemically deficient 
strains has accordingly been tested for single locus segregation and for possible 
linkage with the factors determining mating behavior and with each other. The 
current report presents a brief description of the organism, the materials and 
methods employed, and the genetic results of the study to the present time. 

General characteristics, life cycle, and sexuality of Schizophyllum 
The life cycle, basic pattern of sexuality, and the mode of sexual reproduction 

in Schizophyllum are typical of the group of higher fungi comprising the bracket 
fungi, pore fungi, and gilled mushrooms, a group collectively termed the Hy- 
menomycetes. The Hymenomycetes include among its members the most im- 
portant of all wood rotting organisms, many plant pathogens, particularly of 
forest trees, and numerous species that provide food for a wide array of animals. 
Considerable use has been made of various species of the group in biological re- 
search, but such work has dealt predominantly with only two aspects of their 
biological activities: the basic pattern of sexuality peculiar to the group and the 
decay of wood and wood products. Although the members of the group are the 
most conspicuous and superficially the best known of all fungi, their developmen- 
tal history is sketchily known to most biologists. A brief description of Schizo- 
phyllum and of its life history is accordingly necessary to the present account. 
(For a fuller account of life history and sexuality, see BULLER [1941], WHITE- 
HOUSE [ 19491, and RAPER [ 19531 .) 

Schizophyllum is a gilled fungus, a mushroom, but the taxonomic position of 
the genus has long been in doubt; early authors included it in the Agaricales, 
the gilled fungi, but many recent authors assign it to the Polyporales, the bracket 
and pore fungi (GAUMAN and DODGE 1928; HEIM 1948). The genus comprises 
several species (LINDER 1933), of which S. commune is the most common. It is 
widely distributed throughout temperate and tropic zones and commonly occurs 
as a weak parasite or saprophyte on a wide range of woody plants and occasionally 
on herbaceous plants. 
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The genus Schizophyllum differs from all other gilled forms in that its gills 
are made up of two flat plates which curl away from each other under conditions 
of desiccation. It also differs from the typical mushroom in the peripheral and 
indeterminate growth of its fruit body. The fruit body primordium early develops 
a tiny concave pit lined with sporulating elements. Growth at the periphery of 
this pit continually enlarges the sporulating surface; the area of the latter be- 
comes further extended by the development on the base of the pit of radial ridges 
which form the double plated gills. The well known “button” stage of the typical 
mushroom is lacking. 

Basidiospores are produced in profusion on the under surface of the fruiting 
body. Each spore germinates under proper conditions by apical hyphal growth 
from one end or from both ends of the swollen spore and produces a septate, 
homokaryotic mycelium constituted of mononucleate cells. This mycelium is 
capable of indefinite vegetative growth. 

Contiguous homokaryotic mycelia establish interconnecting hyphal bridges 
through which nuclei of the two mycelia become associated. The pattern of subse- 
quent development, however, depends upon a precise discrimination based upon 
a complex incompatibility differentiation. If the two mated mycelia are com- 
patible, there follows a sexual interaction with the reciprocal “fertilization” of 
each mate by nuclei from the other. 

The sexual reaction consists of two basic processes subsequent to the entry of 
compatible nuclei via hyphal anastomoses into a pre-existing mycelium: (a) 
the migration and the multiplication of these nuclei throughout the entire my- 
celium, and (b) the establishment of an indefinite number of pairs of migrant 
and resident nuclei, each pair termed a dikaryon. The dikaryotic mycelium thus 
initiated is capable of indefinite vegetative growth, during which the members 
of the dikaryon of each terminal cell divide synchronously (conjugate division) , 
as a result of which each daughter cell contains a pair of compatible nuclei. In 
conjugate division, one nucleus divides along the axis of the original cell while 
one daughter of the other nucleus passes to the forming subterminal cell through 
a lateral hook (the clamp connection-an invariable diagnostic feature of dik- 
aryotic mycelia in Schizophyllum) . Neither homokaryotic nor dikaryotic mycelia 
produce asexual reproductive spores. 

The dikaryotic mycelium eventually produces the fruiting body, in which 
occur nuclear fusion and meiosis, the final stages of the sexual cycle. Extensive 
proliferation of single scattered vegetative cells leads to the differentiation of 
fruit body primordia which further develop into the sporulating fruits at the 
expense of the surrounding mycelium. A columnar layer of cells, located on the 
lower surface of the expanded cap of the fruit, is made up of elongate and club- 
shaped basidia. Within each basidium the two nuclei of the dikaryon fuse, and 
the fusion nucleus soon thereafter divides meiotically to yield four haploid nuclei. 
These four nuclei then migrate singly into four apical basidial outgrowths which 
develop into a tetrad of exogenous basidiospores. 

S. commune is heterothallic. The pattern of mating behavior between homo- 
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karyotic mycelia is based upon a bifactorial incompatibility mechanism, in which 
each of two incompatibility factors, A and B,  occurs in an extensive series of 
alternate states, originally interpreted by KNIEP (1922) as multiple alleles (see 
below). The mating type of a homokaryotic mycelium is determined by the 
specific A factor and specific B factor present, and sexual interaction to establish 
the dikaryotic mycelium occurs only between mycelia that are heterozygous 
for both factors. Each dikaryotic mycelium accordingly contains two dissimilar 
A and two dissimilar B factors, and at meiosis, following the brief diploid phase, 
the independent assortment of the incompatibility factors results in the produc- 
tion of spores of four distinct mating types in equal frequency. The term, tetra- 
polar sexuality, was applied to this pattern of sexual behavior by KNIEP (1920) 
to denote the occurrence of spores of four types from each fruiting body. 

The life cycle and sexuality of S. commune, as applied to a single fruiting 
dikaryotic mycelium, are schematically represented in Figure 1. 

Paralleling the establishment of the dikaryotic phase in the normal life cycle 
but of unassayed significance in the total biology of the organism are a number 
of additional mycelial interactions. Matings of homokaryotic mycelia in combi- 
nations of incompatibility factors other than the double heterozygote yield three 
distinct types of sexually sterile heterokaryons. These interactions and their 
heterokaryotic products are germane to the present account only to the extent 
that numerous mutant strains have been derived from one of them, the common 
A heterokaryon. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The materials used in this study have been derived largely from four strains 
of the Argonm stock, originally isolated and studied by PAPAZIAN (1950, 1951). 
A number of additional strains originating from other stocks have also been 
used, but to a lesser extent. The stocks from which these strains were derived are 
as follows: Overholts I, a dikaryotic stock maintained since 1932 in the culture 
collection of the Forest Products Laboratory, U. S. D. A., Beltsville, Maryland; 
Big Sur, collected in 1951 at Big Sur, California; Fresh Pond, collected in 1955 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts; and Walden 111, collected in 1955 in Concord, 
Massachusetts. 

A total of about 35 characters have been examined in random samples of 
monosporous progeny of some 70 matings which ranged from 2- to 7-point 
crosses. The characters dealt with here constitute two distinct categories: 

Incompatibility factors-: The homokaryotic strains employed in the crosses 
have carried incompatibility factors in numerous combinations of the following: 
A1, A*, A9, AIo, A15, A16, A4l, A”, and As6 x B’, B2, B9, BIO, BIS, B16 and B4l. The 
superscripts identify individual specific factors collected from nature (in the 
order of their acquisition) and maintained in our collection. 

Morphological and biochemical aberrations: All other genetic characters that 
we have been able to use represent distinct departures from the wild type, either 
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FIGURE 1.-Diagram of life cycle and pattern of sexuality as applied to a single stock of 
Schizophyllum, a typical tetrapolar Hymenomycete. 

as morphological aberrations or as growth requirement deficiencies. These mutant 
characters originated under four different circumstances: 

1.  Ultraviolet irradiation of macerated homokaryotic mycelia yielded numer- 
ous biochemically deficient and morphologically aberrant strains. The nutrition- 
ally deficient strains included uracilless, niacinless-1, niacinless-2, arginineless-1, 
arginineless-2, cholineless, riboflavinless, biotinless, phenylalanineless, guanine- 
h ypoxanthineless, adenineless, and hypoxanthimless. The morphological devi- 
ants varied widely in habit and growth rate; of these, only three are included 
here and are designated UV-morph Z-ZZZ. 
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2. Isolation of micromycelia from common A heterokaryons provided a num- 
ber of morphologically aberrant strains, termed het-mutants: streak, fir, dwarf, 
f luff ,  pu#-1, puff-2, thin, feather, bubble, and early blue. These mutant types 
regularly come to visible expression in the sexually infertile, common A hetero- 
karyon in the absence of any treatment with mutagenic agents (RAPER, SAN 
ANTONIO, and MILES, in press). Two or more isolates of independent origins of 
each of five of the het-mutants, streak, fir, feather, puff, and early-blue, were 
used in the work. In each of four cases, the results of crosses with different isolates 
were indistinguishable; in the fifth case, puff, one isolate consistently behaved 
differently from the other-hence the distinction, puff-1 us. puff-2. In the ab- 
sence of such differentiating evidence, different isolates of the same mutant 
phenotype are treated as probably representing distinct mutations at the same 
locus. Representative het-mutants, puff, streak, early-blue, fir, and feather, are 
shown in Figures 4 ,6 ,8 ,9  snd 10. 

3. The Overholts-I stock yielded seven morphological aberrations, late blue-1, 
late blue-2, pigmy, concentric, felty, plumy, and restricted, and a single unidenti- 
fied nutritional deficiency. It has been found in the present work that genetically 
balanced dikaryotic mycelia accumulate a remarkable burden of spontaneous, 
recessive mutations when maintained in culture over long periods (MILES, un- 
published). These mutant characters may be recovered in the progeny of out- 
crosses between wild type and either (a) the progeny of the dikaryotic mycelium 
or (b) the original homokaryotic components of the dikarym (MILES and RAPER 
1956). Two mutants segregated from the Overholts I stock, felty and concentric, 
are shown in Figures 5 and 7. 

4. Occasional morphological and biochemical mutants have been recovered 
among the progeny of various stocks freshly collected from nature. Only one of 
these, thiamineless, is included in the current account. 

A detailed account of the morphological, biochemical and physiological char- 
acteristics of these mutants is in preparation and will be published elsewhere. 
Although in general the detailed characterization of the mutants is not essential 
to present considerations, two points require brief explanation. (a) S. commune 
has been described by numerous authors as lacking the ability to synthesize the 
pyrimidine moiety of thiamine (SCHOPFER and BLUMER 1940; ROBBINS 1938). 
We have found the pyrimidine deficiency to be quantitatively extremely vari- 
able, and we have routinely included thiamine in the minimal medium. Thia- 
mineless requires relatively massive supplementation with thiamine and differs 
conspicuously from wild type behavior in being unable to grow on our “com- 
plete” medium while being indistinguishable from wild type on our “minimal.” 
(b) A majority of the morphological mutants, including most of the UV-morphs 
and all but three of the het-mutants, puff, bubble, and early-blue, mate unilater- 
ally. In compatible matings, strains carrying any of these aberrations cannot act 
as receptors of fertilizing nuclei; they can only provide fertilizing nuclei for their 
mates, unless, of course, these are similarily handicapped. As a consequence there 
is an effective barrier against dihybrid crosses between the unilaterally mating 
phenotypes. This barrier has been breached in only a single cross, feather x thin 
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(Table 4). This was achieved by heavy seeding of minimal medium with macer- 
ates of AIBs-thin-uracilless and AaB1-feather-arginineless. The few resulting 
dikaryotic mycelia indicated that the cause of unilateral mating lay in a failure 
of nuclear migration rather than in failure to form hyphal anastomoses. 

Routine cultures and matings have been made on a complete medium consisting 
of 20 gm dextrose, 2 gm peptone, 0.46 gm KH,PO,, 1.0 g m  K,HPO,, 0.5 gm 
MgSO,, and 20 gm Bacto-peptone per liter of distilled water. This medium is 
actually limiting in thiamine and other growth requirements, but it is ideal for 
the scoring of mycelial interactions. A supplement of 1-5 gm per liter of yeast 
extract has frequently been added for spore isolation and the culture of bio- 
chemically deficient strains. 

The minimal medium consisted of 20 gm dextrose, 1.5 gm asparagine, 120 
pgm thiamine, mineral salts as in the complete medium, and 20 p Noble’s Spe- 
cial Agar per liter of distilled water. This medium has unexpectedly proved to 
be one of the best fruiting media of many tested. 

Matings, either for fruit production or for the determination of mating type, 
have been made by placing small agar blocks containing mycelia of the appropri- 
ate strains about 2-3 mm apart on agar plates. Two matings were made per plate 
for determination of mating type; one mating per plate was made for fruiting. 

Fruiting in compatible crosses may occur as early as four days after mating, 
or it may be delayed as long as two or three months, depending upon the fruiting 
competence of one or both of the mates. In a very few crosses, fruiting has not 
been achieved. 

In  the isolation of random samples of progeny from each cross, a sporulating 
fruit body was inverted over an agar plate, and the plate was checked micro- 
scopically for spores at intervals of a few minutes. After the appropriate period of 
collection, the spores were uniformly streaked over the agar surface with a bent 
glass rod. Eighteen to 24 hours later the spores had germinated, and well isolated 
germlings could easily be picked up under a dissecting microscope with a small, 
chisel-pointed needle. The isolated germlings (germinating spores) were trans- 
ferred either four per agar plate or individually to agar slants in flat half ounce 
bottles. Germination counts were made in most cases at the time of isolation. 

Determinations of mating type were made with various combinations of tester 
strains. The classical method uses as testers the four mating types possible in a 
particular cross, as follows: 

progeny 
testers AIB1 A1B2 AzB1 AzB2 

F B + AIB1 
A’BZ F + B 

F AzB1 B + 
A2B2 + B F -, where L L  +” represents the dikaryon; 
“F”, the common A or “flat”; heterokaryon, “B”, the “barrage” reaction; and 

, no discernible reaction (PAPAZIAN 1950). This method has the disadvan- 
tage of requiring four separate matings for the determination of the mating type 

- 
- 

- 

“ - 7,  
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of each sibling of the sample. It accordingly has been but little used in the pres- 
ent studies. 

A reliable test for mating type can be achieved with various combinations of 
two tester strains, including any two of the expected four types in the sample. 
One such method, which utilizes two tester strains each carrying a factor ex- 
ternal to the cross to be tested (PAPAZIAN 1950), has been used in a majority of 
cases: 

progeny 
testers A’B’ A’B2 A2B1 AzB2 
A’B3 F F + + 
ASB1 B + B + 
The use of this less laborious test for mating type makes it necessary to apply a 
correction for incompatibility factor recombination in certain types of analyses. 
This correction is explained and justified below. 

Identification of biochemical deficiencies was made by inoculating strains in- 
capable of growth on the minimal medium onto media supplemented with the 
following substances, first in the listed groupings and then with individual mem- 
bers of the indicated groups: 

A. biotin, choline, inositol, nicotinic acid, para-amino-benzoic acid; 
B. calcium pantothenate, pyridoxin, riboflavin, thiazole, succinic acid; 
C. cysteine, arginine, histidine, lysine, methionine; 
D. phenylalanine, proline, serine, threonine, tryptophane; and, 
E. guanine, adenine, hypoxanthine, xanthine, and uracil. 
Scoring the progeny of crosses for biochemical deficiencies was done by trans- 

ferring four or five sib mycelia, isolated and grown on complete medium, per 
plate to the necessary series of specifically supplemented media. In general, nor- 
mal growth of deficient strains has only been achieved with surprisingly high 
levels of supplementation (e.g., M for uracil, nicotinic acid, and arginine) ; 
biotin was a conspicuous exception to this generalization. Of the biochemical de- 
ficiencies, only four, uracilless, niacinless-2, arginineless-l, and thiamimless, 
have absolute requirements for their specific supplements. All of the remainder 
are “leaky” to a greater or lesser extent and in time slowly achieve full growth 
on minimal medium; the time of scoring is therefore critical. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Segregation and Recombination 
The segregation of both A and B incompatibility factors and of suspected mu- 

tant characters has been determined and in each case the xZ test has been applied 
to the observed results to test their fit to a segregation ratio of 1 : 1. 

Data relating to the segregation of the incompatibility factors are presented in 
Table 1. The A incompatibility factor is known to be a complex of two or more 
individual loci ( PAPAZIAN 195 1 ; VAKILI 1953), and recombination between com- 
ponent elements of the factor occurs at room temperature in frequencies ranging 
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TABLE 1 

Segregation of incompatibility factors 

Parental Numbers of 
factors crosses Sample Segregation X2 P 

A 1  x A2 33 2539* A1 -1243 A2 -1296 1.1  .29 

B1 x B2 33 2618 B1 -1321 Bz -1297 .22 .66 
A35 x A36 1 1078t A35 -525 AS6 -553 .72 .M 

* Original sample of 2618 less 79 (3Y,) A factor recombinants 
iL Original sample of 1192 less 114 (9 6%) A factor recombinants 

from zero to 15 percent depending upon the specific combination of paired A 
factors (RAPER unpublished). A majority of the crosses examined here involved 
the factors A' and A2. These factors recombine at a frequency of three percent to 
give new factors, a', d, etc., (collectively termed a.) that are compatible with both 
parental factors (PAPAZIAN 1950; VAKILI 1953; RAPER unpublished). Since, in 
the two-strain test for mating type routinely used, CY factors in the combinations, 
d B '  and &Be, were classified as AeB1 and A"*, respectively, it is necessary to 
correct both the total sample and the AZ class by the exclusion of three percent of 
the total. This correction has been applied to the data in line 1 of Table 1.  

Segregation data are also given in Table 1 for a single large sample of progeny 
from a cross involving the factors AS5 and AS6. This sample of 1192 was screened 
specifically for recombinant A factors, and these numbered 114 or 9.6 percent. 
In this case the necessary correction is applied only to the initial sample. 

Although the A factor is known to involve a complex of loci, it serves as a 
perfectly regular genetic marker when correction is made for recombination 
between a specific pair of A factors. New B factors, presumed to be recombinant 
factors by analogy, have to date been found only in low frequency. In pairing 
between B' and B9, new B factors are present among the progeny in a frequency 
of less than 0.5 percent and the appropriate correction does not significantly 
affect the results. 

Table 2 comprises the data on segregation of the suspected mutant characters. 
In a few cases here, the results of a number of crosses have been excluded from 
the totals shown. Viability of the progeny has been found to be seriously impaired 
in certain crosses. This impairment may operate in the germination of the spores, 
in subsequent growth of the isolated germlings, or in both, and in the worst cases 
the final recovery has been as low as 40-50 percent. Such decreased viability is 
particularly noticeable in crosses involving two or more biochemical deficiencies 
and in crosses in which one parent carried any one of a number of specific 
morphological aberrations, such as puff and a majority of the UV morphs. In 
Table 2 in cases where data are available for two or more crosses, the results of 
those samples of progeny having low viability are excluded in which P < .01 in 
homogeneity tests with the remaining data; each item from which data have bee3 
excluded is marked with an asterisk ( * ) .  Only in one case, uracilless, are the 
results of more than a single cross omitted. In a few cases, adenineless, hypoxan- 
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thineless, and several UV morphs, data are available only from single crosses 
having low viability; the results from these are accordingly of questionable 
significance and have not been included here. 

Two entries in Table 2 are devoted to segregation data for puff. These relate 
to the segregation of the character scored in the first entry as isolated mycelial 
progeny and in the second as germlings. The puff phenotype is the only aberrant 
character encountered that could be distinguished from wild type in the germling 
stage (Figure 3). Germination in all puff crosses was poor, counts revealing in 
most cases approximately equal numbers in each of three categories: (1 ) wild 

TABLE 2 

Segregation of mutant characters 

Number of Total 
Characters crosses sample Wild Mutant X2 P 

Uracilless 
Niacinless-1 
Niacinless-2 
Arginineless-1 
Riboflavinless 
Cholineless 
Biotinless 
Phenylalanineless 
Guanine-Hypoxanthineless 
Unidentified deficiency 
Thiamineless 
Streak 
Fir 
Dwarf 

Fluff 
Puff-l,2 (Recovered) 

( Germlings) 
Thin 
Feather 
Bubble 
Early-blue 
Late-blue-1 + 2 
Late-blue-1 
Late-blue-2 
Pigmy 
Concentric 
Felty 
Plumy 
Restricted 
UV Morph.-I 
UV Morph.-2 
UV Morph.-3 

19* 1558 
2 167 
3 t  2 72 
7 683 
2 113 
3 t  178 
1 48 
1 50 
I t  50 
3 508 
1 93 
2 153 
3 t  368 
1 50 
(3: 1 seg.) 

2 140 
15% 1338 
10% 1990 
1 159 
7 825 
6 656 
5 305 
1 82 
2 321 
2 366 
2 321 
3 521 
4 671 
1 181 
1 159 
1 60 
1 59 
1 114 

e25 
83 

144 
340 
56 
89 
30 
24 
25 

268 
50 
80 

190 
35 

70 
727 
959 
89 

443 
33 1 
162 
33 

224 
224 
164 
260 
360 
93 
70 
28 
29 
63 

733 
84 

128 
343 
57 
89 
18 
26 
25 

240 
43 
73 

178 
15 

70 
61 1 

1031 
70 

382 
325 
143 
49 
97 

1 42 
157 
261 
31 1 
88 
89 
32 
30 
51 

5.4 
,006 
.94 
.012 
.008 

0.0 
3.0 

.08 
0.0 
1.54 
.54 
.32 
.38 

.76 
8.0 

0.0 
10.2 
2.6 
2.26 
4.4 

.05 
1.2 
3.12 

48.3 
18.0 

,142 
,002 

.13 

.26 

.016 
1.26 

3.6 

2.3 

.03 

.95 

.36 

.90 

.95 

.08 

.78 

.21 

.48 

.60 

.59 
<.OOl 

.40 
1 .o 

<.OOl 
.13 
.13 
.04 
.82 
.30 
.08 

<.OOOl 
< .0001 

.70 

.95+ 

.06 

.70 

.13 

.63 

.90 
.28 

1 .o 

1 .o 

* Three crosses excluded because of low viability. 
t One cross excluded because of low viability. 
2 Poor germination (ca. 65%) in both, low recovery in former. 
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type, (2) puff, and (3) ungerminated. At the germling stage, however, the 
essential equality of normal and puff segregants shows no bias in respect to the 
mutant character, whereas in the isolated mycelial progeny the puff class is 
significantly low. An additional loss of viability correlated with the character is 
thus indicated at a stage of development subsequent to germination. Two distinct 
puff loci are indicated by the recombination data (see below) ; this distinction is 
not revealed in the segregation data, and the crosses for both are summed in 
Table 2. 

Only two aberrant characters, dwarf and late-blue, have been found to depart 
significantly from a segregation ratio of 1: 1 in crosses of normal viability (> 90 
percent). The dwarf phenotype may result from a pair of unlinked loci, since the 
observed segregation fits a 3: 1 ratio with a P value of 0.40. The case of late-blue 
appears somewhat more complex. 

The blue phenotype is characterized by the deposition of crystalline indigo in 
the medium (MILES, LUND, and RAPER 1956). The time of the appearance of the 
blue pigment, however, clearly differentiates early-blue and late-blue. In the 
former, indigo crystals are evident during early vegetative growth, while in the 
latter, the pigment only appears in aging cultures following the cessation of active 
growth. Late-blue consistently occurred in all but one cross in frequencies lying 
between 30 percent and 40 percent. In the exceptional cross, between wild type 
and a late-blue off spring of the Overholts-I dikaryon, late-blue segregants consti- 
tuted somewhat more than half of the progeny, though the disparity was not 
significant. The data for this cross, however, are not compatible (homogeneity: 
P < .0001) with those from subsequent crosses involving late blue, in each of 
which one mate was a descendant of the original late-blue isolate. The suspicion 
that two loci responsible for the pigmentation were carried by the original isolate 
and that its descendants carried the factors singly appears to be confirmed by the 
pattern of recombination of the late-blue phenotype. Otherwise, the significantly 
low values for the late-blue segregants may indicate modifying factors that 
influence the deposition of indigo; the low values more likely reflect inaccuracies 
in scoring. The scoring of late-blue is difficult at best and frequently depends upon 
microscopic observation of crystalline indigo. Intensity of pigmentation is ex- 
tremely variable and may often lie below the threshold for actual crystallization. 

One further observation relating to the phenotypic expression and segregation 
of certain of the morphological mutants deserves brief mention. Three of these 
mutants, puff, fir, and feather, are extremely variable in their expression. In 
each case, however, the variation is not continuous but is represented by a limited 
number of variants, each of which originates as a distinct sector from the original 
mutant or from an already established sector. Rare progressive sectoring observed 
only in feather can restore the mutant to morphological and functional normality, 
yet from such restored mutants the original mutant form is regularly recovered 
in subsequent segregation. It appears most likely that these discrete variants 
represent the modification of mutant characters by suppressor mutations, but 
insufficient work has been done to establish the true basis of the phenomenon. 
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One of the primary objectives of the genetic work with S. commune has been 
to find genetic markers closely linked to the incompatibility factors. These were 
particularly desired to serve as analytical tools in the study of the genetic structure 
of the incompatibility factors themselves. The analyses for recombination that 
have been done have accordingly emphasized the relationships between the in- 
compatibility factors and the various mutant loci, and these tests comprise the 
majority of the recombination data accumulated to date. Of the possible two-locus 
combinations between the characters studied, about one quarter have been tested. 
Summaries of these tests are presented in Tables 3 and 4. 

TABLE 3 

Assortment and recombination between incompatibility factors 

Progeny 

Total 
Matings number AIB1 A1B2 A2BI A*B2 X2 P 

A1B1 x A2BI 1458 367 345 340 406 7.43 .06 
A1B2 x A"* 1082 282 249 293 258 4.49 .22 

Summed 2540 649 594 672 664 4.24 .25 

and 2540 1315 1225 3.2 .08 
A1BI x AfB2 Parental Nonparental 

AlBS x A2B1 

The tests for independent assortment and recombination between the incom- 
patibility factors are given in Table 3. These data are taken only from crosses 
A'B' X A2B2 and A'B2 X A'B', and a correction is applied for recombinant A 
factors as described above. The results of these tests indicate no linkage between 
the two members of the bifactorial incompatibility system and are in complete 
agreement with the findings of earlier workers for this and other species of tetra- 
polar Hymenomycetes (KNIEP 1923; BRUNSWIK 1924; OIKAWA 1939). 

Data relating to all other tests for recombination-between the incompatibility 
factors and other loci and among the extraincompatibility loci-are given in 
Table 4. 

The recombination data indicate linkage of the A factor with six characters, 
streak, late-blue-1 , pigmy, restricted, unidentified deficiency, and concentric, and 
of the B factor with one, fir. In none of the cases, however, is the linkage close, and 
the utility of these markers in the resolution of the structure of the incompatibility 
factors is doubtful, although two, restricted and pigmy, will be tested in the near 
future with a pair of A factors that yield recombinants in high frequency. 

In addition to indicating instances of linkage among other characters, the 
analyses for recombination revealed an unsuspected heterogeneity in two of the 
mutant characters. In  each of two cases the data clearly indicate two unlinked 
mutant loci as responsible for a single phenotypic expression. The first of these, 
puff , is an exceptionally distinct morphological abnormality, yet in the combina- 
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TABLE 4a 

Assortment and recombination between incompatibility factors and mutant characters and 
between mutant characters 

Character.; 

Ratio: parental/total sample from mating to 

A-fartor B-factor Uracilless 

Uracilless 
Niacinless- 1 
Niacinless-2 
Arginineless-1 (l) 
Riboflavinless 
Cholineless ( 2 )  

Biotinless 
Phenylalanineless 
Guanineless 
Unidentified deficiency 
Thiamineless 
Streak 
Fir 
Fluff 
~ ~ f f - i ( 3 )  
Puff -2 ( 4 )  

Thin 
Feather(5) 
Bubble (6) 
Early blue 
Late blue-1 (7) 
Late blue-2 ( 8 )  

Pigmy(9) 
Concentric (10)  

Felty(I1) 
Plumy 
Restricted ( 1 2 )  

UV morph.-1 
UVm0rph.-2 

628/ 1190 
92/ 167 

127/258 
281/557 

57/113 
56/117 
22/48 
21/50 
23/50 

250/521 
50/93 
78/92f 

216/455 
75/136 

351/729 

32/62 
204/403 
121/256 
82/152 

285/403f 
199/366 
264/321f 
241/519 
190/360 
86/181 

102/159* 
31/60 

595/1190 
88/167 

118/229 
255/547 

55/109 
59/117 
21 /48 
21/50 
22/50 

287/520 

48/92 
306/455f 

68/136 
375/ 729 

. . . .  

33/62 
221 /403 
133/256 
75/152 

206/403 
184/366 
169/321 
279/519 
260/498 

90/181 
82/159 
36/60 

.... 
32/59 

238/332f 
212/392 

31/49 
54/ 103 
30/48 
21 /50 
38/50+ 
. . . .  
. . . .  
30/61 
67/139 

304/605 
109/ 147f 
46/62 
35/62 
77/147 
56/77f 

. . . .  

. . . .  

. . . .  

. . . .  

. . . .  

. . . .  
29/60 
39/56 

tions with uracilless and niacinless-2 the mutant puff in one particular cross 
recombined in a very significantly different manner from the other crosses 
involving puff (homogeneity: P < . O O O l ) .  Two puff mutants of different origins 
were used here: puff-1 came originally from a common A heterokaryon of the 
A'AzBB'B* (Argonne, Ill.) stock; puff-2 came from a common A heterokaryon of 
the A9A10BgB'o (Big Sur, Calif.) stock. The recombination data (Table 4) show 
puff-2 to be linked to uracilless and niacinless-2 while puff-l is not linked to either 
of these loci. Two unlinked loci thus appear to be responsible for the puff pheno- 
type. 

The second case, late blue, equally clearly differentiates another phenotypic 
grouping into two differently recombining classes. In this case the mutant char- 
acter can in all cases be traced back to a common source, a single monosporous 
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offspring of the A15A16BB'5B'6 (Overholts-I) stock. That two alternative loci may 
be jointly or singly responsible for the delayed deposition of indigo is indicated 
by both segregation data (Table 2) and recombination data (Table 4). In  the 
recombination tests, the distinction between late-blue-I and late-blue-2 depends 
upon different recombination frequencies with five loci, the A factor, pigmy, 
unidentified deficiency, felty, and plumy. Certain peculiarities in the pattern of 
recombination between different A factors could account for the distinction in 
respect to linkage with the A factor-for the different clasess of late blues coincide 
with different pairings of A factors-but recombination with the extraincom- 
patibility loci, pigmy and unidentified deficiency, should then be unaffected. 

The relationship between arginineless- 1 and arginineless-2 has been of some 
interest since neither could be restored by proline, ornithine, or citrulline, but 
the growth of their dikaryon on minimal medium showed them to be nonallelic. 
Recovery of the progeny of the single arginineless-1 x arginineless-2 cross that 
we have been able to fruit was very low. WiId type recombinants were present 
in sufficient frequency to indicate no close linkage, but the data were inadequate 
to distinguish between distant linkage and independent assortment between the 
two loci. 

Somewhat more than half the loci tested show linkage with one or more other 
loci. These may be grouped into five loose linkage groups within which the 
approximate order is as follows: 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  

restricted, A factor, pigmy, streak, late blue-1 , unidentified deficiency, 
concentric; 
B factor, fir; 
uracilless, niacinless-2, guanineless-hypoxanthineless, puff-2, early-blue; 
niacinless-1, arginineless-I , cholineless; and 
felty, late-blue-2, plumy. 

TABLE 4b 

Matings 

(1) Arg-1 x Nic-l 
Arg-1 x Nic-2 
Arg-I x Chol. 
Arg-1 x Puff-1,2 
Arg-1 x Thin 
Arg-I x Feather 

(2) Chol. X Ribo. 
(3) Puff-I x Nic-2 

Puff-I x Streak 
Puff-1 x E. blue 

Puff-2 X Bubble 
Puff-1,2 x Nic-1 

(5) Feather X Thin 

(4) Puff-2 x Nic-2 

Ratio: 
parental/total cample 

107/108j- 
58/129 
80/114+ 

123 /245 
34/62 
29/62 
27/64 
56/129 
30/61 

173/324 
101 / 147t 
85/147 
55/103 
28/62 

Ratio: 
Rlatings parental/total sample 

(6) Bubble x Nic-2 
(7) L. blue-I x Unident. 

L. blue-1 x Pigmy 
L. blue-I x Felty 

(8) L. blue-2 x Unident. 
L. blue-2 x Felty 
L. blue-2 x Plumy 

(9) Pigmy x Unident. 
(10) Concent. x Unident. 

Concent. x Pigmy 
Concent. x Felty 
Concent. x L. blue-l,2 

(11) Felty x Unident. 
(12) Restrict. x Pigmy 

63/147 
124/ 1621 
242/3* 

80/162 
95/185 

163/185+ 
173/181t 
85/162 

455/519$ 
82/162 

177/334 
168/347 
181/347 
96/159* 

* P<O.Ol. + P < O . O O l .  
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These data are drawn from a large number of crosses involving strains of 
widely assorted parentage, and it is not surprising that the data are insufficient 
to permit the construction of accurate maps of any of the groups. There are, how- 
ever, no qualitative inconsistencies in the recombination data in respect to the 
assignment of the various loci to the several linkage groups. 

DISCUSSION 

The study reported here represents an extensive survey that has extended 
over a period of years and includes the observations of a number of workers. 
The results are in many ways fragmentary; e.g. they represent only about a 
quarter of the possible two-locus comparisons for recombination. Three facts 
account for this seeming deficiency: (a) the limitations of time and effort avail- 
able to devote to a secondary facet of the overall work on sexuality in Schizo- 
phyllum, (b) the “impossibility” of so many crosses of particular interest due to 
the unilateral mating behavior of most of the morphological mutants, and (c) 
the exclusion of data from many crosses in which low viability has made the 
results of analyses questionable or meaningless. 

The evidence from the recombination data of five linkage groups gives no indi- 
cation of the number of chromosomes in view of the large number of unlinked 
loci to which no group assignment can be made. The fact that 13 of the loci ex- 
amined here can be so widely scattered as to show no linkage whatever, strongly 
suggests that the five linked groups represent a relatively small portion of the 
entire chromosomal complement. The number of these groups cannot, therefore, 
be construed as a contradiction of the haploid complement of three chromosomes 
described by EHRLICH and MCDONAUGH (1949) in the only published study of 
meiosis in S. commune. Any, or for that matter all, of the linkage groups estab- 
lished here could conceivably occupy distant segments of the same chromosome. 

The incompatibility factors were originally interpreted as multiple-allelo- 
morphic series in which frequent “mutations” gave rise to new factors (KNIEP 
1922, 1923) ; but even interpreted in this way the number of alternate states at 
each locus made them rather exceptional ( WHITEHOUSE 1949). Recent work 
(PAPAZIAN 1951; VAKILI 1953; RAPER 1953) has demonstrated the multilocus 
structure of the A factor, and current work in this laboratory reveals the A factor 
to be an unusually complicated genetic system. A preliminary analysis of col- 
lections from all over the world indicates about 340 alternate A factors in nature, 
while specific B factors are far less numerous, probably of the order of 60. In 
many ways the A factor behaves as a “pseudoallelic” system, yet the frequency 
of intrafactor recombination may be as high as 15 percent. The ultimate objective 
in this work, a demonstration of the mode of action of the system in determining 
so many alternate factors of such rigid specificity, is a distant one, but its possible 
attainment is worth considerable effort. 

Perhaps of comparable genetic interest and significance are the opportunities 
for the study of internuclear reactions afforded by the variety of incompatibility- 
determined heterokaryons that occur only in tetrapolar species. The pattern of 
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nuclear migration, the rate of nuclear division (SNIDER and RAPER 1958), the 
final nuclear ratio (SNIDER and RAPER unpublished), genetic complementation 
between associated genomes, metabolic competence, and morphological habit 
(RAPER and SAN ANTONIO 1954), vary widely in heterokaryons of the different 
types determined by the four basic combinations of incompatibility factors, i.e., 
homo- and heterozygotes at either or both of two “loci.” The continuing study and 
comparison of the different heterokaryons in respect to these several aspects of 
interaction hold particular promise in the area of physiological genetics. 

These problems can of course be studied only in tetrapolar species, and of 
these, Schizophyllum is one of the best known and most intensely studied. 

SUMMARY 

Two major conclusions may safely be drawn from the present study with 
Schizophyllum in spite of the limitations given above. 

1. From the standpoint of basic genetic behavior, there appears to be nothing 
exceptional about Schizophyllum. The incompatibility factors, A and B,  con- 
cerning which an intensive study is in progress, segregate and recombine in a 
perfectly regular manner although their genetic structure is still unknown; their 
inclusion here serves primarily to test their relationship with other factors. Other- 
wise, of the morphological and biochemical aberrations for which reliable data are 
available-one or more crosses having recovery values of 90 percent or higher- 
only two, dwarf and late-blue, apparently fail to segregate as single loci, and the 
over-all pattern of recombination, although sketchy, is completely consistent. An 
extension of the study, filling in the existing gaps and testing a large number of 
additional characters that are available, could without doubt provide the precise 
information requisite to complete chromosome mapping. 

2. From the standpoint of material for the study of certain basic genetic prob- 
lems, Schizophyllum offers exceptional promise. To be sure, the intricacies of 
mating behavior imposes certain limitations on the use of Schizophyllum as a 
general genetic material. These intricacies, however, are the essential tools for 
the resolution of those particular phenomena that are peculiar to the organism 
and/or to the group to which it belongs. Two such phenomena are of consider- 
able genetic interest and their significance transcends their novelty as unusual 
features confined to and characteristic of a restricted phylogenetic group. 
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